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::\,ive the magnets as little work to do as possible. The 
clockwork trains, which do the bulk of the work, are 
released by the magnets, the latter acting with an ease 
and freedom not even attained in the ordinary tape 
machines. They have, moreover, aimed at the attain
ment of such simplicity as would lIecessitate little or 
no departure frolll methods at present employed in 
working the tape maehine, and in this they have suc
ceeded. 

The details of this machine will be understood by a 
reference to Figs. 2 and 3 of our engravings. A and B 
are two balTels, each driven by a cord and weight. The 
barrel, A, by a tl'ain of spur gear wheels drives a spindlp, 
C, on which the type wheel is mounted. 'l'he barrel, 
S, by allother train of wheel;;, ,lri ves a roller, D, over 
which the paper to be printpd on is led. On the 
spindle, C, are two escapement wheel;;, C" iuto which 
a pallet, E', actuated by an electromagnet, E, with 
;uluatures polarized by the permanent llIagnet, F, is 
made to engage alternately. When a current of one 
polarity is sent through the electrolllagnet, the arma-

ture toward itself until, when a letter is to be printed, I fixed to and projecting at right angle� to the axle of a 
a current of longer duration passes. pinion , p, which is in gear with the clockwork dri ven 

The typewheel, I, is carried by a sleeve, which can be by the barrel, B (Fig. 3), normally presses against the 
slid endwise along the spindle, C, but turns with it. movable blade, b, and keeps it back in the same plane 
The sleeve can be moved along the spindle by a fork, with the fixed blade, a. When the arIllature, Ie, is at
which embraces it, and which extends from a carriage, tracted, and the blades moved, the pin, e, slips from 
M, which can be slid along a fixed guide rod, N. 'I'he blade, b, to blade, a, and blade, b, JUIllPs forward un
carriage, M, carries two pawls, 0 (one behind the other), der the influence of the spring presslllg" against it. 
which engage with ratchet teeth cut on the edge of two When the armature is drawll \" (. k, the blades are 
bars, one behind the other, and the front one of which, again shifted sideways, but in t lil' ()ppo�ite direetion ; 
P, can be seen in Fig. 2. The hinder toothed bar or rack the pin, c, on the pinion axis then "()IlleS at the back of 
is fixed. Each tillle the armature, earried by the lever, the movable blade, and there being' nothing ill the 
J, is drawn to the magnet, K, the ratehet bar, P, is way of the pin, the pinion to whieh it is fixed turns un· 
moved a distance endwise, and the pawl, 0, whieh til the pin ·comes on tothe faee of the blade, and brings 
rests on the raek teeth instead of resting on the tooth it baek into its original position; thus the further rota
it was previously resting against, rests upon the next tion of the pinion is prevented. 
tooth, and when the printing lever returns to its ori- When the train of wheels connected to the pinion is 
ginal position, the ratchet bar is 8hifted in the opposite thus allowed to turn, it revolvps the paper roller, D 
direction by a spring; it then drives back the pawl, (Fig. 3), and shifts the paper the dis tance that is re
and the carriage, M, with it, thereby shifting the type- qui red to be hetween the lines. At the same time it 
wheel sideways; as it is shifted sideways, the hinder turns a notched or cam wheel, and one of the projec-

FlG. 4. 

tions upon the cam wheel acts against a lever, and 1'0(' ks 
it on its centel·. 'l'his Illovellient of the lever causes a !Jar 
to be lifted which i;; parallel with and by the sid(' of 
two ratchet bars, P, by which the typewlH'el is traver�("d 
sidewise step by step along its axis, as before uxplail(P<i. 
When the bar is lifted, it. lifts both of the pawls whiph 
engage with these ratchet racks, alld the typewlrf>.,) b 
drawn back into the position for beginning a new linv, 
the bar being held up by a spring catch until the type
wheel has been brought into this position; the slide 
which moves the typewheel then comes against and 
liberates the catch, and the bar is drawn downward by 
the action of a spring. 

Fw.2. 

Where a large number of points are to be served, the 
Illethod of operating this machine differs but little from 
the practice with the tape. A keyboard, simple in 
construction, controls any number of machines, while a 
dynamo in conjunction with accumulators supplies the 
current, each circuit of fifteen or twenty lIlachines 
taking about one-third of an ampere. Such then is 
the colullln type-printing telegraph, which, so far as 
we are aware, is the only machine extant which fulfills 
all the functions of the tape while furnishing a record 
greatly superior.-I1"On. 

Fm. :1. 

'fHE TYPE-PRINTING TELEGRAPH. 

THE 'l'ELE-INDUCTOR. 

MR. P. MOENNICH, of the University of Rostock, 
has just brought out an apparatus that is based upon 
a new idea, and which may be applied to the showing 
of the indications of all apparatus such as water-levels, 
thermometers, barometers, electric llIeasuring appara
tus, etc. , located at a distance. 'l'he annexed figure 
represents the apparatus as applied to the transmission, 
froUl A to B, of the indications of a metallic thermo
meter, M. The transmission is based upon the ex
tinction of an induced current in two identical and 
movable bobbins, connected in opposition and submit
ted to the inducing action of t.wo stationary bobbins 
placed in the circuit of any electric source (inductioIlI 
bobbin or vibrator, E). 

tures move in one direction, and when a current of the pawl slips over the hinder rack, ",nti drops into the next The first movable bobbin, s, is connected ill an invari
opposite pohtrity is sent, they are moved in the op- tooth of the rack, and so that the slide is prevented able way with the indicating" apparatus. lH, alld the 
posite direction. '1'0 rock the armatures, alternate froUl moving back. In this way the carriage can be second bobbin, 8. is shifted at the other "tation until 
currents fl.re sent through the electromagnet by the traversed step by step from one side of the machine to the telephone, T, no longer renders any sound. At 
transmitting instrument, which lllay be of any ordin- the other. When it arrives at the end of the traverse, this moment, the position of the iudex, Zl, corresponds 
ary construction. 'l'lle paper to be printed on is led it is brought back to its starting position by a cord, exactly to that of z. This arrangement is extremely 
from the roll, H, round t.he roller, D. and this roller, which passes from it to the circulllference of a spring ingenious, although it has certain drawbacks. 'rhus, 
after the completion of each line, is allowed to be barrel. To allow the cord to draw it back, both pawls four wires are required, or at least three on ntilizing 
partly rotated. as we shall explain later on, to move are simultaneously lifted and withdrawn from the rack the earth for one of the return wires. Besides, the sen
the paper a distauce equal to the distance required be- teeth of the bars. This is dohe whenever rhe printing sitiveness is not the sallie for all points of the dial. 
tween the lilies of printiug. lever is moved at the time when a blank space on the Toward the point of no induction, the position of the 

Normally the roller, D, is, as usual, a slight distance circumference of the typewheel is toward the paper, second bobbin, s, will be a little uueertain. Fillally, 
off from tl"., circumference of the typewheel, I, and each and when a special key of the trallsmitting instrument, it remains to know whether it is possible to obtain 
tillle that the pl'illting of a letter is to take place, the which causes the current strength to be increased, is practically two pairs of identical bobbins. 
roller is moved toward the typewheel, and the paper depressed. As this apparatus is nothing else than all induction 
where it passes around the roller is forced against the The movements are effected in the following man- bobbin, it will be necessary at all times to take care not 
type which is oppo�ite to it. This is done by the roller, ner: In circuit with the line is an electromagnet, K3, to leave pieces of metal near either of the bobbins. Mr. 
D, being rocked at each movement of the printing or 

I 
whose armature. k (see also Fig. 4), is held back by fl. Moennich, however, has made numerous experiments 

impression lever .J. One arlll of this lever (mrries the spring, s (attached to the pin, c), whose tension is, with various specimens of the apparatus. and has con
arll�ature of au electf(�llIagnet, K. and is drawn by a such .that it Ct,Lnnot be overcome except by a consider-I v! r�ced .hilllself of their �dvanta�es and of the possi
spring, K" up to an allJustab

.

le stop, K'. The alternate able Increase In the norlllal current strength. To the 

I 
bdlty 01 the use of them III pract1C8. We are per�\1ad

currpnt� which pass through the driving coil also pass armature are fixed two blades or stops, a and b (Fig. ed that this arrangement of a distance indicator will 
through the coil� of the mag-net, K, but are not of suf- 4), one of which, b, is Illovable, and is kept pressed in he able to render services in many cases.-La Lnrniel'e 
ficient duration to cause this magnet to draw its anlla- the position shown by a spring. A pin, e (Fig, 2), Elect1·ique. 
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